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DRVSRS ON COMMUNISM A) SURVIVAL & THE PEDIGREE
Charles Darwin (1809-1882), British naturalist, revolutionaised the science of biology by his demonstration of "evolution by natural selection". In 19th Century, he pondered over the survival and extinction of biological species. He said "Survival of the Fittest" alone inducts any species to grow and continue to survive in any given geographical and environmental infrastructure in the world. (Note : He did not say "Survival of the Biggest, Fastest, Healthiest, Mightiest, Smartest or Toughest" etc.. !!). He inferred that the organism that best "fits" into its environment, puts up with sufferings, adjusts and continues to progress, had the best chance of survival in the world.
Human species are very well a part of this survival concept on the earth. However, human beings are provided with an additional attribute of intelligence. Hence, they have acquired an extra "economic" and "social" survival dimension. This is in addition to the natural environmental and physical magnitude, shared in common with all other species.
All human beings, hence try to fit into a 3 dimensional survival concept namely the (a) Geography (b) Environment (b) Social status and (e) the economic infrastructure.
Within these frames of references, all the species in the earth continued and protected their pedigree (family tree), to grow and flourish over the centuries.
B) SOCIO-ECONOMIC STRATA
The human generation over the past many millenniums aimed, worked and fitted themselves into certain mixture of socio-economic level saturations. 1) To get the basic needs only (food, shelter and clothing) for the day to day survival. (Category -C. Least effort economic survival).
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2) Acquire, store and hoard the basic needs for a limited future period.
(Category -B1. Lower level effort economic survival).
3) Enhance the comforts by acquiring the luxury needs, in addition to the basic needs (Category -B. Medium effort economic survival).
Only certain human beings apply the "extra" economic and social concepts of "Intelligence" and "Risk taking", for certain escalated economic and social acquisitions as below 4) Invent new ideas, gadgets, social motivational techniques and technical processes, to attain a "Human Leadership" in the world. All actors, politicians, scientists, sports men etc… belong to this group.
(Category -A1. Higher Social + Economic survival). (1) Inference -Wealth and economic prosperity of an individual is directly proportional to their objects and efforts, classified as C, B1, B, A1, A above. Hence the wealth accumulation cannot be equal in any nation among all social strata, because each try to fit in one of the groups C to A and continue to survive.
5) Take risk by sacrificing the acquired and hoarded wealth in
Note -The basic human tendency is never to share the self wealth with others, but share other's wealth wherever possible, for the individuals in all the above classifications C, B1, B, A1, A !! Page 5 of 22
DRVSRS ON COMMUNISM C) CAPITALISM -WEALTH DIVIDER
Human generation from Stone age, analysed the continuity of their self existence, and formed groups. These developed into societies. The basic needs of these societies were food, shelter and clothing. Sub groups of the society members decided to work exclusively for each need, and produced agricultural products for food, cotton based garments for clothing and wood/earthen structures for shelter. This included the construction of wooden carts dragged by bulls or horses, for transportation. All these materials and the animal were under the superiority of human, the master behind them. In this ancient world environment, there were no significant variation in the wealth or "economic richness" between people. Machines produced the goods needed for basic+higher needs of the human beings in large quantities, in better quality and at lower costs.
The industrial revolution was responsible to create a wedge between the eternal unity between the man and the
In 1800s when machines became superior to the human beings Persons who can take risks and acquire the machines (which needed a substantial investment) became the risk taking Capitalist (Category -A).
They considered the non-capitalist minded manpower like a commodity, and started hiring and firing them.
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By utilising the enhanced machine productivity, they paid a far less wage to the human operators and supervisors of the machines, to turn over a large volume of products with an advantageously higher price per unit, because of the cost reduction.
This created more people to look for only the basic needs, with limited power to think about other higher needs, and nil risk taking ability (Category B and C). Capitalism divided the pattern of wealth possession, among the people. However due to competition, capitalists felt the need for labour participation in management, labour training and incentives for the work force. It diluted the capitalism with more justifiable wealth share among the labour, and ended in a concept of "Socialism".
However, Capitalism became a rule of the world in early 1880s, by making the rich richer, poor poorer. It initiated a Capitalist (A) versus the Labour (C), a struggle between a few rich and a large poor groups. This environment made some polotico-economic personalities to think and find an early solution to control and eradicate the growing "Capitalist" trend. the physical and the basic needs (food, shelter and clothing) . But it failed to meet the higher economic and social needs imbedded into the human minds. F. In addition the productivity concept should be oriented towards "Socio-economic development (SED)" output as a major evaluation tool than "Quantum" measures. Accordingly the "management decision" methodology should also be tuned.
G. Socio-economic development acceleration drive has to come from inside a nation, than as a command/motivation from outside. This is possible if the "Domestic investments are from Domestic savings" (even if it is with a foreign assistance to start with) and "Domestic technology" (latest technology moderated to suit the domestic conditions) should be manned by the "Domestic labour". 
